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GET INFORMED AND VOTE!
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WEBVOTE OPENS: MAR 4TH
9:00AM (PST) FOR ALL VOTING OPPORTUNITIES 

12:00PM (PST) FOR ALL VOTING OPPORTUNITIES

WEBVOTE CLOSES: MAR 6TH
VOTING SUPPORT STATIONS

VOTE ONLINE!

The UVSS Electoral Office is pleased to deliver you this election 
supplement containing important information to help you make 
informed voting decisions for spring 2020 electoral events. 

WEBVOTE.UVIC.CA

UVSS ELECTIONS

ABOUT THE UVSS ELECTORAL OFFICE

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 

Founded in 1963, the University of Victoria Students’ Society 
(UVSS) strives to represent the interests of all undergraduate 
students at the University of Victoria. The UVSS provides 
services, events and political advocacy to students, while 
offering support and resources to clubs and course unions.

At the directive of the student body, as of March 2011, all electoral events 
are conducted online using the University of Victoria’s Webvote system 
(webvote.uvic.ca). No need to track down polling stations with paper 
ballots on campus. Simply cast your vote on any internet-enabled device 
at your convenience during the voting period.

When and where can I vote?
Voting will take place March 4th, 9:00am PST to March 6th, 12:00 pm PST, online using the UVic Webvote system
(webvote.uvic.ca). You may access the Webvote system from any internet connected device.

Who can vote?
All individuals who have paid UVSS fees in this current semester are eligible to vote for elections to the Board of Directors and 
on referendum questions. 

I have more than one Netlink ID, which one do I use?
The Webvote system will only allow students to log in and vote using their primary Netlink ID.

When will the election and referendum results be announced?
Unofficial results will be available on the UVSS Elections website (uvsselections.com) on March 6, 2020 by 6:00pm PST.
Official results will be made available once all complaints and appeals have been resolved. 

Are there supports available to help members vote on voting day?
Three voting support stations will provide electors with on-campus support accessing the Webvote system. Voter Information 
Officers can assist you with voting and answer questions you may have about the electoral process. During the voting period, 
students needing extra assistance are encouraged to visit one of our accessible voting support stations—these will be in the main 
lobbies of McPherson Library and the Student Union Building (see below for details). 
To raise awareness and serve you better, look for our voting support stations roaming between main academic buildings, too.

IMPARTIAL. RESPECTFUL. FAIR. OPEN.
The UVSS Electoral Office is an independent, non-partisan 
office of the UVSS charged with administering electoral events 
for all members, including annual elections for the UVSS Board 
of Directors, as well as any referenda. The UVSS Electoral 
Office is governed by the relevant bylaws and policies set by 
the UVSS Board of Directors.

As an independent, non-partisan body, the actions and decisions 
undertaken by the UVSS Electoral Office concerning the administration 
of voting processes are neither subject to the direction of the UVSS Board 
of Directors, nor the Electoral Committee, nor UVSS management staff.

UVSS Electoral Office

@uvsselections

@uvsselections

Clearihue Building

LOCATION MARCH 4 MARCH 5 MARCH 6

11:00AM – 2:00PM 10:00AM – 12:00PM 9:00AM – 12:00PM

McPherson Library* 9:00AM – 11:00AM 9:00AM – 12:00PM 9:00AM – 12:00PM

Student Union Building (SUB)* 11:00AM – 2:00PM 10:00AM – 12:00PM 9:00AM – 12:00PM

* Accessibility Stations

GOT QUESTIONS, COMMENTS OR CONCERNS?

CONNECT
WITH US!

election@uvss.ca

www.uvsselections.com

250.472.4305

Student Union Building B211
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SPRING 2020 REFERENDUM QUESTIONS

PROPONENT: TUQA AL-MUSAWI 
At UVic, our World University Service of Canada (WUSC) chapter 
facilitates the life changing Student Refugee Program (SRP). Through this 
program, students can continue or start their education while receiving 
support integrating into Victoria. 
You’re likely wondering -- how does the SRP work? It’s simple! After 
being selected through a WUSC office overseas in places like Jordan, 
Lebanon, Kenya, and Malawi, students travel to Canada and receive one 
year of financial support from a local campus chapter. For years, WUSC 
UVic has brought SRP students to our campus and built a welcoming, 
inclusive community to support their transitions. 
We’ve proved we know how to do this - our small club, faculty advisors, 
and community supporters have helped us continue to change lives for 
over 30 years at UVic. WUSC has chapters in over ninety campuses across 
Canada, and their respective local committees build inclusive campus 
communities across the country. WUSC uses a unique youth-to-youth 
sponsorship model.
Victoria is obviously an expensive city. Our funding has not increased for 
a number of years, even though the cost of living in Victoria has gone up 
and up. The cost of renting, for example, increased 7.5% in the last year. 

Increasing our student levy by less than the price of a coffee (1.50) would 
change more students’ lives and bring amazing new people onto our 
campus! This will also help us give a bit more money to each student each 
year, as they have told us that it is hard to meet their needs with the current 
amount.
 
At UVic, Former SRP students often join our club as volunteers, with 
their insights and understanding profoundly helping WUSC’s resettlement 
program. WUSC’s presence at UVic has enabled a sincere community of 
current and former SRP students and volunteers to grow and form long-
standing relationships.
With this referendum, we hope to sponsor an additional student and 
increase support offered to incoming beneficiaries of the program. With 
the number of refugees globally increasing, and expected to increase more 
with the climate crisis, it’s a crucial time to support WUSC. But through 
supporting the SRP by voting yes, you don’t just help an extra refugee 
come to Canada — you also ensure UVic can continue to be an inclusive 
space that is conducive to the growth and endeavours of students who are 
undeniably deserving.

PROPONENT: SHAYAN DE LUNA-BUENO 

The Students of Colour Collective (SOCC) is a long-standing organization 
within the UVSS promoting and creating cultural appreciation, diversity, 
inclusion, and anti-racism initiatives to enrich the UVic campus. SOCC is 
a collective of self identifying black, indigenous, mixed race and people 
of colour serving UVic through its advocacy work in issues surrounding 
race, racism, gender and decolonizing spaces, and educational workshops.

SOCC’s community lounge is an important resource as it provides a space 
for minorities to gather, find resources, and experience a safe space in the
community. International students in particular find the SOCC lounge 
important as our community space helps alleviate the mental health 
stresses and isolation of often being a visible and cultural minority within a 
largely homogenous campus. SOCC cares about how inclusive on campus 
institutions are, and does important work in supporting for anti-racism 
and inclusion training for staff within UVic spaces, and providing support 
resources and guidance to students who feel isolated in class settings due 
to micro-aggressions or racism- that is often hard for students to find help 
or support resources for.

SOCC’s open library provides literature by black, indigenous and people 
of colour for the whole UVic community to enjoy . SOCC’s events are 
open to the UVic community, and aim to educate, encourage allyship, 
and share knowledge on pertinent issues. SOCC organizes events such as 

anti-racism workshops, film screening on cultural appropriation, cultural 
themed dinners, cultural themed cooking classes, spoken word events by 
people of colour, black history month events and programs and more.

SOCC has an annually published zine giving a platform to voices of colour 
at the University, and our recent launch included sharing by musicians and 
artists of colour. Annually, SOCC supports an artist in residence who does 
a multimedia or gallery exhibit on issues affecting minority communities. 
In today’s current climate, racial targeting, marginalization, and dangerous 
racial dialogue is on the rise. Only education, and inclusion initiatives can 
improve the health of our communities, highlighting the importance of 
SOCC’s work on campus.
On March 6-8, undergraduate students will be asked to increase SOCC’s 
funding by $1. Vote YES to increase support resources for invisible and 
visible minorities on campus. If you vote YES, you are voting for funding 
for more resources for minorities. Vote Yes. Show Care.

Learn more about SOCC at soccollective.com
#VoteYesForSoccCareForMinorities

“Do you support an increase to the student fee for World University Services of Canada (UVic 
WUSC) in the amount of $1.50 per full-time student per semester, and $0.75 per part-time student 
per semester, for the purpose of expanding the Student Refugee Program to sponsor one additional 
student per year and to extend first-year support for newly resettled students?”

ABOUT THE UVSS BOARD OF DIRECTORS

REFERENDUM QUESTION #1

WHAT IS A REFERENDUM? 
A referendum is a vote in which members may vote on a particular proposal (e.g., the adoption of a new policy, a change to 
membership fees). The UVSS is required to put certain issues to a full membership vote. According to the University Act: “... if 
a student society... changes student society fees, the new amount or the rate of change must be approved... by the majority of the 
members of the student society to vote in a referendum.”

WHAT IS QUORUM?
Quorum is the minimum number of members (as a percentage) required in order for the result of referendum question to be 
considered valid. The UVSS Constitution and Bylaws state that for the results of any referendum question to be valid and binding, 
15 percent of the voting membership (quorum) must participate in the vote.

For spring 2020, the UVSS Board of Directors approved three referendum questions to be put to the membership. As per UVSS 
Electoral Policy Manual, all questions must be answered with YES or NO.

REFERENDUM QUESTION #2

The UVSS is made up of more than 18,000 undergraduate 
students at the University of Victoria, including the 22 
members on the Board of Directors (BOD), who work 
on their behalf. The BOD is a body of students elected 
by students to run the Society. 
Directors work together to shape policy, run campaigns, 
prepare the budget, resolve administrative decisions, 
and generally deal with the business of the Society. 

Of the 22 members on the BOD, five are Lead 
Directors (directors who are constitutionally allocated 
responsibilities and are paid for 35 hours worked per 
week). The offices of the Lead Directors are found in 
the SUB (B103).

The 2020 spring elections will give all UVSS members 
the opportunity to select their preferred candidate for 
each of the following Lead Director positions:

• Director of Outreach & University Relations
• Director of Student Affairs
• Director of Events
• Director of Finance & Operations
• Director of Campaigns & Community Relations

Eligible voters will be able to select up to 11 preferred 
candidates for Directors-at-Large positions.

International students with UVSS membership 
can vote for their preferred Director of
International Student Relations, too.

The remaining five seats on the UVSS BOD are filled 
by representatives from the Native Students Union, 
Student of Colour Collective, UVic Pride, The Gender 
Empowerment Centre, and the Society for Students with 
a Disability. 

Each semester, undergraduate students pay a fee to the 
UVSS—students have chosen, by a majority vote via 

referendum, to levy themselves a fee for the operation 
of the UVSS and the services it provides.

The UVSS holds two General Meetings each year, at 
which time all registered undergraduate students have 
speaking and voting rights, giving them direct input 
into the direction of the organization, its policies and 
the budget. All BOD meetings are open to students and 
the general public; however, only members of the BOD 
may vote. 
The BOD is not a “student government”—the BOD has 
no legislative power over its electorate. Each member of 
the BOD has a duty to work with other BOD members 
to further the interests of the UVSS, and each executive 
member is responsible and answerable to the student 
body.

BOD meetings usually occur every other week in the 
SUB Upper Lounge. All Directors are expected to attend 
these meetings.

Most of the business of the BOD is conducted through 
committees, which are struck each year at the beginning 
of the new BOD term.

The newly elected BOD begins its term on May 1st. 
Additionally, each board member is expected to attend a 
three-day orientation to be scheduled at the end of April 
or beginning of May 2020.

“Do you support an increase to the Students of Colour Collective Fund of $1 per full-time student 
and 50 cents per part-time student for the purpose of creating support resources for visible and 
invisible minorities on campus?”
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“Are you in favour of establishing a fee of $1.50 per full-time student and $0.75 per part-time 
student in order to fund the creation of open-source textbooks and other open-source learning 
materials, which would be used in UVic classrooms?”

PROPONENT: 
JONATHAN GRANIRER
Hi there! My name is Jon and I am the Director 
of Outreach and University Relations at the 
UVSS and I am stoked to be the proponent 
for the open-source textbook referendum.
Open-source textbooks, or open-source 
learning materials, are any type of learning 
material (textbook, online module, 
workbook, educational video etc…) that are 
free to access and can be updated without 

charge by teaching staff. Open-source learning materials have the potential 
to reduce much of the financial barriers that we as students face at UVic. 
Too many of us have to choose between textbooks and groceries. Voting 
in favour of this referendum would help ensure that fewer students have to 
make these impossible decisions.
Since May, the UVSS has been able to save students hundreds of thousands 
of dollars through the creation of open-source textbooks. Passing this 

referendum would give a larger, more predictable source of funding to the 
creation of these resources. The UVSS should be saving students money, 
not costing them. Voting yes to this referendum will do exactly that.
This proposed fee levy has the potential to save students money as, for 
every dollar that is spent on the creation of open-source textbooks, students 
can save up to $10 per year — meaning that you can pay $1.50 now and 
get a free textbook later.
The money collected through this fee levy would be sent to an open-source 
learning material grant that UVic issues twice a year. These grants are given 
to professors who would like to create open-source learning materials in 
their classes. The committee that adjudicates this grant money has strong 
student representation and prioritizes giving grants to large classrooms 
that have the potential to save students the largest amounts of money.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to send me an email at 
outreach@uvss.ca
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UVSS BOARD OF DIRECTORS ELECTIONS

UVSS BOARD OF DIRECTOR ROLES

LEAD DIRECTOR CANDIDATES: VOTE FOR 1 OF 2REFERENDUM QUESTION #3

DIRECTOR OF CAMPAIGNS & COMMUNITY RELATIONS

The Director of Outreach & University Relations is the Society’s spokesperson. They liaise with 
the University Administration, different levels of government, and with student representatives 
to the Senate and Board of Governor to advance student interests. The Director of Outreach & 
University Relations regularly chairs Board of Director meetings, which must occur at least twice 
a month.

DIRECTOR OF OUTREACH & 
UNIVERSITY RELATIONS:  

The Director of Student Affairs chairs the Course Union Council and liaises with the 
Ombudsperson’s office. This Lead Director also chairs Course Union and Club councils and is 
charged with facilitating the operations of new and existing clubs and course unions.

DIRECTOR OF 
STUDENT AFFAIRS:

The Director of Events is responsible for planning and coordinating all events for the UVSS. They 
assist the Director of Finance & Operations with communications and marketing, and acts as the 
UVSS’s representative on all matters related to athletics, recreation, and on-campus housing.

DIRECTOR OF 
EVENTS:

All UVSS financial records, statements, contracts and policies are the responsibility of the Director 
of Finance & Operations, as is the Society’s budget. This Lead Director oversees the administration 
of all UVSS operations and is responsible for the development of financial policy and practice. 
Through the Personnel Committee, this Lead Director also acts as one of the liaisons between staff 
(both unionized and non-unionized) and the BOD.

DIRECTOR OF
FINANCE & OPERATIONS:

The Director of Campaigns & Community Relations oversees all aspects of UVSS communications 
and advocacy. They coordinate with all levels of government to advocate for student issues and 
is responsible for keeping the BOD up to date on issues and policies that are relevant to UVSS 
members. This Lead Director also serves as the BOD representative on external organizations and 
committees, such as provincial and national student organizations.

DIRECTOR OF CAMPAIGNS & 
COMMUNITY RELATIONS:

The Directors-at-Large (11) are responsible for assisting the Lead Directors in carrying out their 
duties and for scrutinizing Lead Directors’ activities. They coordinate and implement all levels of 
campaigns concerning education defence and must participate In at least two committees at the 
UVSS.

DIRECTOR-AT-LARGE:

The Director of International Student Relations is responsible for assisting the Lead Directors in 
executing their duties, as well as scrutinizing the activities of Lead Directors. They coordinate 
and implement all levels of campaigns concerning education defence and must participate in at 
least two UVSS committees. Most importantly, this director must liaise with international students 
attending the University of Victoria.

DIRECTOR OF INTERNATIONAL 
STUDENT RELATIONS:

DIRECTOR OF EVENTS

Hi! My name is Tal Katz, and I’m running to be your Director of 
Campaigns and Community Relations. I am a 3rd-year Mechanical 
Engineering student with a personal commitment to pushing for change 
at UVic. The lack of progress and improvement over the past years has 
inspired me to run, and I plan to stir the pot. To start, I will:
• Hold UVic accountable for their environmental impact. Not only does 
UVic need to answer as to why it’s taken over seven years to even begin a 
conversation around divestment, it needs to make sure that students drive 
to prevent a climate catastrophe is not discouraged.
• Lobby UVic to increase funding to its counselling services. There are 
so many students on campus who need help immediately, and waiting for 
MONTHS to get a single appointment is NOT acceptable. Supporting and 
improving the Peer Support Centre is also a priority. 
• Support indigenous causes both on campus and around Victoria. 

• Address the housing crisis by advocating on behalf of students to 
abandon the Saanich bylaw restricting rentals to a maximum of 4 unrelated 
occupants, as well as looking for ways the UVSS can work to address the
lack of nearby affordable housing.
• Document historically overwhelmed bus routes and times such as
holidays, and submitting to BC transit technical reports recommending
ferry/airport service improvements.
• Advocate on behalf of the students directly to faculty administrations
and as many individual professors as possible to push for a rapid shift
from expensive textbooks and softwares to open source materials.
• Work with and supporting the Director of Events in finding a way to
bring a revamped, improved, and more fun start of year event. 

On March 4th-6th, vote for Tal Katz for your Director of Campaigns 
and Community Relations!

Hey UVic! My name is Emily Lowan and I’m running to be your 
Director of Campaigns and Community Relations. I’m a double major 
in Economics and Environmental Studies. I’m passionate about finding 
community-led climate solutions and engaging youth in democracy. 

I’m an active member of Divest UVic and deliver direct action and 
lobbying climate action workshops for local community groups. In 
the 2019 Federal election, I was the lead coordinator for over 300 
campaign volunteers. As Co-director of a Not-for-Profit, Community 
Earth Project, I initiated our coffee ground renewal program, managed 
grant funding, and activated a network of youth volunteers. In the last 
Provincial election, I founded the Saanich Student Voting Program, 
which transported high school student voters to polling stations to help 
get out the youth vote.

As director, I will continue to pressure UVic to remove investments from 
the fossil fuel industry, make transit work for all students, and confront 
sexualized violence.

Advocacy
• Introduce mandatory, in-person sexual assault and respect training for 
all first-year students
• Support mental health by working to remove financial barriers and offer 
workshops with a focus on effective, inclusive, and long-term solutions
• Audit key UVSS campaigns for cultural safety and accessibility
Sustainability
• Lobby for UVic’s full divestment from fossil fuel industries by 2025
• Build financial and operational support for student-led GHG reduction
• Work to include a student representative with voting rights on the BC 
Transit Commission, to ensure that student needs are being addressed
Affordability
• Advocate for student housing rights, both on and off campus, including 
pressuring the Municipality of Saanich to change the recent Housing 
Bylaw 5.20 responsible for many student evictions
• Increase the number of open-source, affordable textbooks
• Work with the BC Transit Commission to extend late-night service

March 4-6, Vote Emily Lowan for Director of Campaigns and 
Community Relations

TAL KATZ

EMILY LOWAN

Hey UVic! I’m Sebastian Franco-Monroy, and I’m running to be your 
Director of Events. I am a 3rd-year Political Science and Economics 
student, and throughout my time at UVic, I have learned that there is 
little more important than mental health and a community for students 
to flourish in — the latter of which has been missing from our campus 
for far too long. Being not from Victoria, I know how important it is for 
students to find friends and community in a new environment. I want my 
events to bring people together.

If elected, I will: 
• Emphasize the importance of mental health in student life, and run 
events to raise awareness of these issues in order to make students happier. 
In addition to this, I plan to lobby the University to improve their mental 
health services.
• Organize and run events in the SUB for students of all ages to come and 

enjoy what the University experience has to offer. 
• Ensure that every dollar that students pay to the Society goes right back 
to them in the form of advocacy and services
• Host large indoor and outdoor events to kick off the school in September!
• Host music events that highlight student talent and local artists, and 
bring fun back to campus!
• Underline the importance of Philanthropy events, as they are not only 
beneficial for those participating, but also the local community as a whole.
• Lastly, I will put YOUR wants and needs first, at every possible turn.

I am greatly excited for the opportunity to be your Director of Events! 
And I look forward to making this University a more accepting, 
enjoyable, and safe campus.

Vote Sebastian Franco-Monroy for Director of Events on March 
4th-6th.

Hey UVic! My name is Tommy Lay. I’m a fourth-year Computer Science 
and Philosophy student running to be your Director of Events. I believe 
that fun, engaging events have the unique potential to unite communities 
and I’m hoping the same can be done within UVic by bridging the 
dichotomy between humanities and sciences students. I enjoy learning 
and engaging with my community by participating in and supporting 
local bands and talent. I have experience hosting diverse events from 
charity fundraisers to concerts. I have also facilitated connections 
with many students across the different faculties of UVic and strive to 
coordinate events that can appeal to a wide audience. As your director of 
events, I will create a welcoming, inclusive, and engaging environment 
at the university for all students.
Advocacy
• Host a concert at CARSA similar to UBC’s Thunderbird Arena
• Facilitate educational workshops on a wide range of skills such as
consent, safe discourse, and anti-racism training to promote a safe and 
inclusive student atmosphere

• Increase use of social media to spread awareness of on-campus events
• Provide increased harm-reduction services (workshops, drug-testing, 
judgment-free education) to improve resource accessibility without stigma
Sustainability
• Work with the Director of Campaigns and Community Relations to 
facilitate empowering rallies for causes such as divestment, indigenous 
sovereignty, mental health support, and the upcoming provincial election
• Prioritize sustainable practices when planning and facilitating events
Affordability
• Facilitate money-management workshops for students
• Showcase student businesses and art in the SUB

University can be stressful and our students deserve fun, captivating, and 
relationship-building events for all members of our UVic community.

On March 4-6, Vote Tommy Lay for Director of Events.

SEBASTIAN 
FRANCO-MONROY

TOMMY LAY
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Hey UVic! My name is Caleb Burd and I’m a passionate third year 
Political Science student, pursuing a minor in Public Administration and 
a certificate in the Human Dimensions of Climate Change. My values 
relating to sustainability, decolonization, and mental health awareness 
have motivated me to run for the Director of Finance and Operations 
position.

Last year I was elected as a Director at Large for the UVSS, and through 
this role I helped plan divestment protests and attended almost every 
Finance and Operations Committee meeting. At these finance meetings 
I have thoroughly reviewed income statements and have helped make 
financial recommendations to the Board of Directors. During my term I 
gained experience managing the budget of the working group, Ecofoot, 
that I created. With this budget, we reduced the ecological footprint of 
the SUB by replacing plastic ramekins with metal ones and establishing 
the cup and mug bank to reduce single use cups from the waste stream. 
I also initiated an audit of SUB facilities to help the next board make 
positive investment choices that effectively reduce the SUBs’ ecological 
footprint.

If elected, I will:
Affordability
• Support the continued creation of open-source textbooks
• Look into creating a space for student entrepreneurs to sell products in 
the SUB
• Lobby UVic to make the athletics fee optional
Sustainability
• Invest in emission-reducing infrastructure in the SUB
• Investigate non-recyclable waste reduction strategies
• Integrate locally-sourced produce into SUB menu options
Advocacy
• Lobby UVic to make their administration more transparent in their 
financial investments
• Create simple instructions for nomination and election processes to
increase accessibility for all students
• Continue to make space for Indigenous voices to be heard and advocate 
for UVSS bureaucratic reform to better support and inspire Indigenous 
student participation

On March 4-6, Vote Caleb Burd for Director of Finance and 
Operations

Hiya! I’m Shaun Zhang, and I’m a 4th-year Political Science and 
Economics student running to be your UVSS Director of Finance and 
Operations. Unfortunately, the UVSS rarely does enough to make sure 
that students are aware of the resources they pay to have at their disposal. 
Ideally, students would always be consulted on where their money goes, 
but one way or another, the UVSS will take the $81 fee, even without 
adequate information. This disconnect is unsustainable, and as this is 
YOUR money, I plan to make sure that no one is left in the dark.

I’m committed to doing what’s best for you, including:
• Increase support for mental health initiatives.
• Divestment! We need to make sure that student money isn’t being put
towards unsustainable business practices, and that neither UVic or the 
UVSS have involvement in fossil fuel industries that are ravaging our 
planet.

• Bolstering the support for direct-to-student services.
• Ensuring that student money goes back towards students, and aren’t 
funnelled into frivolous expenses.
• Funding as many social events as possible so that newer students will
 have a chance to make meaningful connections and build a community.

Vote Shaun Zhang for Director of Finance and Operations!

CALEB BURD

SHAUN ZHANG

DIRECTOR OF FINANCE & OPERATIONS

DIRECTOR OF OUTREACH & UNIVERSITY RELATIONS

DIRECTOR OF STUDENT AFFAIRS

Hey UVic! My name is Sarina de Havelyn and I’m running for Director 
of Outreach and University Relations. I’m a third-year Political Science 
major with a minor in Public Administration.

For the past year, I have been a Director at Large for the UVSS. I have 
provided consultation on the new 24-hour crisis line for students, helped 
make textbooks more affordable, and advocated for student housing 
rights. As well, my experience working as a volunteer coordinator for a 
festival and as a policy analyst for the BC government in mental health 
and substance use has given me the tools to promote values of bold climate 
action, decolonization, educational equity, and mental health advocacy.

This coming year, I would love to continue working for students. Here is 
some of what I plan to do:

Advocacy
• Advocate for faculty-embedded counsellors and evening drop-in 
counselling
• Consult students often through increased surveys and outreach to ensure 
students are empowered and represented in UVSS decision-making

Sustainability
• Hold the university administration accountable to complete divestment 
by 2025
• Reduce the UVSS’s ecological footprint through sustainable 
investments in the operations of the SUB

Affordability
• Support the creation of open-source textbooks
• Lobby the province for needs-based tuition grants
• Advocate for student housing rights on- and off-campus, including
pressuring the Municipality of Saanich to change the restrictive housing 
bylaw 5.20 responsible for student evictions

With a provincial election taking place in the upcoming board term and 
continual inaction on climate change and decolonization from UVic and 
other political bodies, the UVSS needs a strong, experienced spokesperson 
to represent issues students care about.

On March 4-6, Vote Sarina de Havelyn for Director of Outreach and 
University Relations.

The University refused to divest from fossil fuels, after tireless efforts 
from students. Indigenous youth are speaking up across the country while 
the RCMP is trespassing on Wet’suwet’en land. There is a mental health 
crisis, and not enough support. Student money is not being accounted 
for. It’s time for direct action. My name is Isabella Lee, and I’m a 4th-
year student at UVic studying Sociology and Public Administration. I’ve 
served on UVic Board of Governors and UVic Senate fighting to represent 
the voices of students. 

This year, student voices have risen across the globe to fight for our future.  
I am ready to take bold action and create change in the UVSS.

• We need a Green New Deal for students. We can’t stop at divestment. 
Individual efforts are nothing compared to large organizations like UVic 
who need to do their fair share to protect our planet. We need a Carbon 
Neutral University, complete divestment of UVic and UVSS portfolios, 
and the encouraging of environmental research.

• The “Let’s Get Consensual” campaign must be revitalized to promote 
consent culture on campus and fight against sexual violence at every 
turn. The UVSS is funded by students, and their money should be well 
accounted for and spent on advocacy and services that directly benefit 
them. 
• Mental Health needs to be a priority on campus. Students should have 
24/7 access to mental health professionals. Agonizing wait times are not 
acceptable. 
• Bring back efficient and reliable club and course unions services. 

On March 4th-6th, Vote Isabella Lee for Director of Outreach and 
University Relations.

SARINA
DE HAVELYN

ISABELLA LEE

Hey there, I’m Katy. I am a queer, white, over-achieving and over-
caffeinated second-year Political Science and Philosophy double major. I 
was raised on the unceded and unsurrendered territories of the WSÁNEĆ 
and Lekwungen people in so-called “Victoria”. Since the beginning of my 
time at UVic, I’ve been so grateful to feel a sense of community through 
activities with clubs and course unions. I feel as if all students should 
have the opportunity and access to feel the same way. I’m currently the 
Minister of student affairs for the UVic Model UN club —  in which 
I’ve heard member’s concerns, resolved conflict and promoted a consent 
culture. Additionally, I’m the Director of Events for the UPS. Through 
both of these positions, I’ve learned the importance of being an effective 
communicator, as this is crucial to maintaining awareness, community, 
and action. 

As your Director of Student Affairs for the UVSS, my main goals are 
building community, fostering compassion and promoting consent. My 
promises include:

• Better access to and promotion of Mental Health resources. Strengthening 
partnerships with the UVic Mental Health Initiative and Peer Support 
Centre.
• Fostering a stronger community through easily understood and 
transparent information, specifically course union and club outreach. This 
would be achieved through easy to understand,  and accessible information 
and dates such as ratification deadlines and cheq reqs. 
• Create and implement a consent and accountability framework for clubs 
and course unions to be able to use and enact unilaterally.

There are pressing issues that all students face every day in university life 
and that there can be solid action to help combat things like lack of mental 
health support for students and harassment and sexual assault. With me, 
Katy Berglund as your Director of Student Affairs, you’ll see action now. 

Hey UVic! My name is Dalal Tubeishat, I am a third year Political Science 
major with a minor in Applied Ethics and Social Justice Studies, and I 
am running to be your next Director of Student Affairs. I was born on the 
lands of the Eno and the Occaneechi peoples and I now live, work, and go 
to school on the traditional, unsurrendered, and unceded territories of the 
Songhees, Esquimalt, and WSÁNEĆ peoples.

During my time at UVic, I have been involved in the Union of Political 
Science, Model UN, the Martlet, and spent the past year serving as one of 
your Directors-at-Large for the UVSS. As your Director of Student Affairs 
I will uphold the voices of our resilient and vocal community of students 
who seek positive change for themselves, their academic community, and 
society. My main objectives are to advocate on behalf of students, make 
students’ lives as affordable as possible, and to create a more sustainable 
community.

To these ends, as Director of Student Affairs, I will:

• Continue to lobby for full divestment from fossil fuels

• Hold UVic accountable for its alleged values of ‘reconciliation’ and 
stand in solidarity with UVic’s Indigenous students
• Lobby for needs-based grants
• Advocate for Open Education Resources
• Lobby Saanich to eliminate their policy that limits housing to 4 unrelated 
tenants
• Work closely with advocacy groups to elevate the voices of their
constituents
• Continue to advocate for affordability for all students by opposing
international student tuition and fee increases
• Reform policy to make clubs a voting member in the allocation of funds
• In the SUB I will work to reduce waste, non-recyclables, and the SUB’s 
ecological footprint
I am committed to working for students. I am here to represent you.

March 6-8, Vote Dalal Tubeishat for Director of Student Affairs.

KATY BERGLUND

DALAL TUBEISHAT

Hello UVic, my name is Justin, and I am currently a third-year Economics 
major student running to represent you on the UVSS 2020-2021 Board 
as Director for International Student Relations. A little background about 
myself. I grew up in Hong Kong and moved to Victoria in 2014 to complete 
my High School education. I chose to continue my post-secondary 
education right here at the University of Victoria. I’ve travelled to more 
than 25 countries in my lifetime, and I have a very good understanding 
of various cultures from all around the world. As an international student 
myself, I understand what it feels like to be far away from close families 
and friends. My goal is to provide support for our diverse international 
student population at UVic and ensure that international students are fairly 
represented within UVSS and the University.

I look forward to serving everyone in the near future.

Platform

• Establishing a mentor program for incoming international and exchange
students
• Advocate for halting tuition fee increases for international students
• Engage and represent international students on all level of university
governing bodies 
• Promote diversity, inclusion, cohesiveness in the community through
various events

Hey UVic! I’m Dipayan (Dip), and I’m running for the position of 
Director of International Student Relations. International students face 
countless barriers in Canada, from tuition to housing to gender and racial 
discrimination. I know these are highly relevant issues as it stems from 
my own experience.

In 2017, I was recognized as one of seventeen Peer Leaders among 
130+ delegates in the Youth Forum of the UN Peacekeeping Defense 
Ministerial. Since then, I continued in my capacities as a student leader 
by serving on the executive board of three different clubs: as President 
of Indian Students’ Association, President of UVic Student Ambassadors, 
and Secretary-General for UVic’s Model UN Conference. I have worked 
hard to gain a record of excellence and become an accomplished leader. 
Now, I want to do the same on the UVSS Board.

If elected, I will work to unite voices within the international community 
into three core objectives:

• Lobbying to make tuition and MSP premiums affordable for international
students
• Increasing international, People of Colour (POC), and LGBTQIA+
representation in UVSS governance
• Lobbying to introduce fair housing regulations for international students

Vote Dipayan Nag for Director of International Student Relations 
on March 4th-6th! I stand with you.

JUSTIN LO

DIPAYAN NAG

DIRECTOR OF INTERNATIONAL STUDENT
RELATIONS CANDIDATES: VOTE FOR 1 OF 2
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Hi! My name is Abdul Abuelazm, I’m a 2nd-year studying Electrical Engineering, and 
I’m running to be your next Director at Large for the UVSS! While I’ve been at UVic, 
I’ve done orientation for new UVic students, joined UVic Aero, and am currently the 
Charity Coordinator and Director of IT for the Engineering Students’ Society. UVic 
has been a fantastic avenue for me to meet new people and acquire new skills, but there 
are gaps in the learning infrastructure of our campus that prevents others from enjoying 
the pursuit of their degree.

We need to address these problems as soon as possible.

• First and foremost we need to see better support in to do with mental health
initiatives. There is no excuse for the underfunded and overwhelmed state of
on-campus counselling. Long wait times aren’t a hassle— they’re severely damaging 
to people who trusted UVic with their time and money.
• Faculty representation on the UVSS.
• Students need a say in where their money is going. Both the UVSS and UVic need 
to change their behaviour and ensure that student money isn’t going towards practices 
they disagree with.

On March 4-6, vote Abdul Abuelazm for Director at Large

Hey UVic! My name is Isaiah Adachi and I am running to be your Director at Large. 
I am a Political Science major. I also volunteer with Need2 Suicide Education and 
Awareness, and I believe that the UVSS can play a key role in supporting student 
mental health through increasing mental health services and reducing the financial 
burden on students. If elected, I will:

Advocacy
• Lobby UVic Residence Services to commit to suicide-prevention and awareness 
by making Applied Suicide Intervention Skills Training (ASIST) mandatory for 
Community Leaders. This program prepares individuals on how to identify signs of 
suicidality and how to safely intervene and direct to further care

• Increased accessibility of counselling services on campus
Sustainability
• Lobby UVic to have Starbucks uphold to UVic’s sustainability goals
• Lobby UVic to divest from fossil fuels

Affordability
• Lobby the province for free public transportation to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions and reduce barriers to travel for students
• Create a textbook library in Subtext to reduce cost of textbooks 

March 4-6, Vote Isaiah Adachi for Your Director at Large

Hi there! My name is Jana Barkowsky, and I’m running for Director at Large for 
the UVSS. I’m a Linguistics student who has been involved in many course unions 
and clubs, and I have worked as a student caller for UVic. My varied experience has 
informed me about many of the issues regarding UVSS and UVic that students deal 
with daily, and I aim to make sure that students have a say in what their student society 
is doing.

My primary goals include:

• Increased transparency regarding the UVSS and UVic’s finances, as students should 

know exactly where their money is going to, and know for certain that none of it 
contributes to practices of colonization and environmental destruction.
• Increased awareness and accessibility of the food bank and the Centre for Academic 
Communication, and a decrease in the stigma associated with using these tools.
• Advocacy for gender-neutral bathrooms in every building, including Clearihue.
• Audit of the mandatory UVSS athletics fee, to determine if it is necessary and 
helpful to the UVic population.

On March 4th-6th, vote Jana Barkowsky for Director-at-Large, and put the focus 
back on the students.

Hi! My name is Ramneet Bhullar, and I am running to be your Director at Large for 
the UVSS. I’m a 3rd-year Political Science student in my first year at UVic and am 
originally from Surrey, BC. Over the past year  I’ve been serving as a Director at Large 
for the Undergraduates of Political Science, and have extensive experience working 
with clubs, organizations, and advocacy efforts.  As a transfer student, I’ve noticed a 
lack of engagement, community, and resources available to students. 

I’m ready to take action, and as your representative on the Board, I plan to:

• Advocate for more comprehensive and accessible mental health resources on 

campus. UVic needs to do everything it can to make sure its students have all the 
support they need to succeed!
• Creating more mingling events throughout the semester open to all students to meet 
new people and network on campus.
• Hosting bi-weekly study sessions in order to get peer-to-peer support.
• Making sure YOU are aware of what’s happening on campus by expanding the 
Society’s communications efforts.

On March 4-6, vote Ramneet Bhullar for Director at Large, it’s time we make 
UVic OUR UVic. 

Hey UVic! My name is Marran Dodds and I’m running to be one of your Directors at 
Large. I’m a third year student in Anthropology and Indigenous Studies. Off campus, I 
work at a local brewery, love to hike, and am in the process of becoming a member of 
the Saanich Advisory Committee for Arts, Heritage, and Culture! As an active member 
of Divest UVic, I’m passionate about empowering student voices while holding the 
university accountable to their principles of sustainability and decolonization. I believe 
in making the UVSS more affordable, sustainable, accessible and inclusive.

If elected, I will:

Advocacy
• Lower barriers for students to access mental health services

• Commit to decolonize the UVSS and promote Indigenous sovereignty

Sustainability
• Lobby UVic for complete divestment and hold the university accountable to student 
and faculty demands
• Explore roof-top garden options for the Student Union Building

Affordability
• Implement a textbook library in Subtext
• Lobby the provincial government for free public transit

On March 4-6, Vote Marran Dodds for Director at Large!

Hey Uvic! I’m Nick (Mykola) Gaina, and I am running to be a Director at Large. I’m 
an international second-year Political Science and Geography student. I’m currently 
working at the UVic Bookstore and volunteering at the Student Transitions Leadership 
Program. In high school, I created a fundraising club called Kiva that focused on 
lending money to people across the globe. I’m passionate about supporting mental 
health advocacy on campus; working to establish meaningful mental health support 
systems for international students is my top priority. In addition, removing barriers 
to communication among international and Canadian students will be one of my long 
term goals. 

If elected, I plan to:

• Connect international and Canadian students to form bonds
• Educate students about Health Services on campus
• Advocate for increased resources for the Peer Support Centre

Vote Nick Gaina for Director at Large, March 4-6!

ABDUL 
ABUELAZM  

ISAIAH 
ADACHI

JANA
BARKOWSKY

RAMNEET 
BHULLAR

MARRAN 
DODDS

NICK
GAINA

Hello everybody, my name is Elizabeth Giesbrecht and I’m a first year engineering 
student. I’m running for the position of Director at Large for the UVSS so that I have 
the opportunity to advocate for the health, well-being, and quality of life for UVic 
students. Outside of my classes, I’ve been working as the Director of Publications 
with the Engineering Student Society as well as Outreach Lead of the Rocketry 
team. My own experience with the UVSS and campus resources has allowed me an 
understanding of where improvements can be made to better student life. 

If elected I promise to:

• Advocate for increased mental health resources on campus, including the hiring of 
additional counselling staff.
• Make campus politics more accessible for students.
• Advocate for further student engagement in campus events and initiatives to foster a 
sense of community on campus.
• Support initiatives targeted towards first years in order to make the transition into 
university easier.

From March 4th-6th, vote Elizabeth Giesbrecht for Director at Large!ELIZABETH 
GIESBRECHT

Hi everyone! My name is Evan Guildford, and I am a first-year student in Business 
from Victoria and running to be Director at Large. I am a Director of Events for the 
Commerce Students’ Society, and I work as a lifeguard for Oak Bay Recreation. This 
year, I hope to make the UVSS’s finances transparent, as I feel like most students are 
alienated from the value of their student fees. I chose to run in order to get involved 
with the student body and help solve issues that matter to students.

I plan to:

• Lobby BC transit to fix infrequent and inconvenient bus routes, making it easier for 
everyone to bus to and from school.

• I will work on fixing inefficiencies in UVic’s mental health system. Many students 
are in desperate need of care, and painful wait times are preventing that. I also hope to 
see more support given to the UVSS’s own Peer Support Centre.
• I would also like to facilitate more meaningful discussion between the Board and the 
students. An election once a year is inadequate to inform the board on what matters the 
most to students, and it’s important to hear both sides of every issue. EVAN 

GUILDFORD

Hello everyone! My name is Reeve Henderson, and I am running to be a Director at 
Large. I am a first-year political science student, and am extremely excited to be living 
in Victoria and to be getting involved in the local community! I feel that for the most 
part, students’ interests have been overlooked by the people who are meant to represent 
them. Students pay exorbitant fees and get little to no support from institutions they 
should trust.

If elected, I will endeavour to:

• Hold UVic and the UVSS accountable for every emission and expense. Students 
deserve to have a say as to where their money is going.

• Foster a deeper feeling of community within the student body through events and 
better services.
• Lobby the university for greater access to mental health resources. For all the money 
paid each term by students, there is no justification for those in need to be left out in 
the cold.
University is a time that should be spent learning and building connections. I hope to 
remove the obstacles blocking students’ path to be happy and successful in my time 
on the board.

On March 4th-6th, vote Reeve Henderson for Director at Large!

Hey UVic! My name is Emily Hiser and I am running to be one of  your Directors at 
Large. I’m a third-year Political Science and Environmental Studies student. I was 
a lead data organizer on a 2019 federal election campaign and now volunteer on the 
Electoral District Association. I am currently a member of Divest UVic and the City of 
Victoria Youth Council. I volunteer with community teams organizing warm clothing 
drives, community soup nights, and school green team initiatives. I am now working 
to become a member of the Saanich Advisory Committee for Environment. I believe in 
making UVic and the UVSS more sustainable, affordable, and inclusive. 

Advocacy
• Push for UVic to commit to in-person sexual violence training for first-year students.
• Hold town halls to increase student voices within the UVSS .

Sustainability
• Explore options to build  garden space on the SUB roof.
• Lobby Starbucks to abide by UVic’s sustainability goals.
• Push for UVic to fulfil its commitment to sustainability and implement full 
divestment.
Affordability
• Lobby the provincial government for free public transit.
• Lobby Saanich to remove housing bylaw 5.20, which limits non-related housing
occupants to four.

March 4-6, Vote Emily Hiser for Director at Large 

Hello everyone! My name is Isaac La Roy, and I am a first-year student studying 
political science at the University of Victoria. Being active in the university community 
is something I enjoy, and my work in the UVic Model United Nations has reinforced 
my passion for speaking and debating. When I’m not engaging with my friends in 
conversations they may or may not want to have, I am usually found playing sports or 
being a referee for hockey. 

As your Director-at-Large, I promise to do everything I can to keep student fees 
reasonable, and for those fees to go towards things that make life easier and better for 
the people who pay them

I promise to:

• Understand that mental health is an incredibly important issue that is not
currently being addressed comprehensively, and do everything in my power to change 
that.
• Ensure our student fees are worth what we are paying.
• Advocate for equality and safety across campus.

I have never been one to back down from a challenge, and I can promise you I will rise 
to face what comes across our path.

Hey UVic! My name is Paarth Mittal and I’m running to be a Director at Large. 
I’m a third-year student majoring in Environmental Studies and Political Science, 
and I also work part-time for a non-profit. Since 2017, I have campaigned for social 
and environmental causes such as Proportional Representation, free birth control, 
Divestment, old-growth forest protection, and for election campaigns. My experience 
working on campaigns taught me effective communication and teamwork skills, and 
showed me how to appreciate diverse perspectives.

As a queer student of colour, I believe UVic has a responsibility to represent all 
students, by ‘walking the talk’ on reconciliation and sustainability.

If elected, I will:

Advocacy
• Work with advocacy groups to host events for BIPOC, LGBTQ2SI+ and students 

with disabilities to express themselves through art and dialogue.
• Host monthly job fairs in the SUB.
Sustainability
• Lobby the university administration for full divestment, and hold UVic
accountable to student and faculty demands.
• Work to reduce non-recyclable waste in the SUB, and report waste-reduction
 data on the UVSS website.
Affordability
• Lobby Saanich to repeal the eviction-causing Housing Bylaw 5.20.
• Lobby the provincial government to make transit freely accessible.

On March 4-6, Vote Paarth Mittal for Director At Large!

Hello! My name is Jocelynne Parent, and I hope to represent your interests as a 
Director at Large for the UVSS. I am a first-year writing student, a Staff Editor for 
the Martlet and a member of the French club. As a first-year student, I’ve noticed a 
lack of sense of community at UVic. This needs to change. Social isolation combined 
with stress from coursework is a recipe for disaster, and I hope to change that. 
Here’s how:

• Call on UVic to immediately increase Mental Health resources for students 
in need. For students in crisis, having to wait months to see a Counsellor is unreasonable, 
and not giving support to those who need it is antithetical to a modern post-secondary 

institution.
• Make the SUB a more inviting, comfortable, and welcoming space for students. 
Specifically by adding more booths and plush chairs in seating areas and hosting 
events in the SUB.
• Help students make friends and socialize by hosting events that cater to all
students across faculties.

On March 4th-6th, vote Jocelynne Parent for Director at Large and help make 
UVic a better place for everyone!
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My name is Carlton Taylor, I am a fourth-year studying Anthropology and History. 
Originally from Edmonton, Alberta, I moved to Campbell River, British Columbia 
when I was nine years old. I have always been concerned about issues regarding 
equality at all levels of government and society, and am passionate about fair and just 
representation. I am currently involved in the Anthropology Course Union, and am 
the president of the Experimental Archaeology club. If elected, I promise to represent 
students interests as much as I can and give students a chance to have their voices 
heard.

• As both UVic and the UVSS are large institutions with a great deal of sway in 
the community and the country, they must be committed to ensuring practices of 
decolonization and equity in every respect of their operations. I plan to hold them 
accountable beyond the standards they set for themselves.
• Outreach to students who don’t feel heard.
• Course Unions and Clubs need to be heard by the UVSS.
• UVic needs more mental health support on campus, and I plan to have those increased 
by both lobbying the University and reinvigorating the Peer Support Centre.CARLTON 

TAYLOR

What’s good UVic! My name is Victoria Ritchie. I was born on the lands of the Syilx 
and Okanagan peoples and I now live, work and study on the traditional, unceded 
territories of the Lekwungen, Songhees, Esquimalt and WSÁNEĆ peoples. I study 
Geography and Environmental Studies, and I am running to be a Director-at-Large.
I have experience leading initiatives for climate action, mental health, Indigenous 
sovereignty, Divest UVic and intersectional causes.
As Director-at-Large, I will work to create safe and inclusive platforms for students. 
I will advocate for students’ needs, make decolonization a priority and incorporate 
sustainability into the UVic community.
In addition, I will:

• Hold UVic accountable for its alleged values of “reconciliation” and stand in

solidarity with Indigenous students
• Support the work of Divest UVic and lobby for full divestment of fossil fuels
• Advocate affordability for all students, opposing hikes to international student fees 
and lobbying for needs-based grants
• Work to increase transparency of the Board of Governors and the Foundation Board
• Lobby for sexualized violence education on campus
• Advocate for mental health resources that take into account student diversity
• Reduce the eco-footprint of the SUB

March 6-8, Vote VICTORIA RITCHIE for DIRECTOR-AT-LARGE

VICTORIA 
RITCHIE

DIRECTORS-AT-LARGE: VOTE FOR 11 OF 15 DIRECTORS-AT-LARGE: VOTE FOR 11 OF 15
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MONDAY, MARCH 2ND, 2:30PM PST

Directors-at-Large Candidates 
and Referenda Forum

2:30PM AT VERTIGO, STUDENT UNION BUILDING

TUESDAY, MARCH 3RD, 2:30PM PST

 Lead Director Candidates Forum
2:30PM AT VERTIGO, STUDENT UNION BUILDING

To help UVSS members make informed voting decisions,
the UVSS Electoral Office coordinates events to showcase

candidates running for the Board of Directors. These include
Candidate Forums put on in collaboration with

CFUV 101.9 FM and The Martlet. 

The format will allow students to engage with and ask questions
of candidates. CFUV 101.9 FM will live broadcast this over its

airwaves and The Martlet will live stream the event to Facebook.

ADAPTIVE TECHNOLOGY FOR VOTING

The UVSS Electoral Office is eager to facilitate an accessible voting experience for 
all members, including the provision of aids to account for auditory or visual impairment. 
Reach out to let us know if you require access to all offerings provided by the Society for 
Students with a Disability (SSD). Please contact the UVSS Electoral Office (election@uvss.ca or 

250-472-4305) in advance of the voting period to make special arrangements.

SCHEDULE OF
EVENTS

MEET YOUR 
CANDIDATES

GOT QUESTIONS, COMMENTS OR CONCERNS?

election@uvss.ca

www.uvsselections.com

250.472.4305

Student Union Building B211

UVSS Electoral Office

@uvsselections

@uvsselections

CONNECT
WITH US!

MARCH 2 
2:30PM PST

VERTIGO

MEET YOUR CANDIDATES! 
Directors-at-Large Candidates and Referenda Forum,
2:30pm at Vertigo, Student Union Building

MARCH 3
2:30PM PST

VERTIGO

MEET YOUR CANDIDATES! 
Lead Director Candidates Forum,
2:30pm at Vertigo, Student Union Building

MARCH 4
9:00AM PST

WEBVOTE OPENS
webvote.uvic.ca

MARCH 4-6
VOTING SUPPORT STATIONS OPEN
at Clearihue Building, McPherson Library and
the Student Union Building (SUB).

MARCH 6
12:00PM PST

WEBVOTE CLOSES

MARCH 6
6:00PM PST

Check UVSSELECTIONS.COM for the
unofficial election results.


